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to unwanted accidents (e.g., hardware failure) or adversarial
behaviors. For instance, the adversary may strategically omit
some important data update, or delete certain parts of the
data that are rarely accessed to reduce storage overhead and
monetary maintenance costs.

Under a standard Service Level Agreement (SLA), a reli-
able and trustworthy storage provider is expected to comply
with standard data regulations (e.g., [35], [45], [39]) by per-
forming a regular audit to ensure persistent data integrity and
freshness. Audit-proof archiving [2] is one of the best practices
for secure digital data storage that generally maintains sensi-
tive information (e.g., personal, health). A fine-grained audit
on a regular basis is necessary to continuously monitor the
system activities against potential threats [33]. In particular,
cold storage and archival applications (e.g., Amazon Glacier
[1], MS Azure Archive [3], or Blob [13]) maintain a large
amount of archival data that is for long-term maintenance [14],
[10]. In such applications, the archives are rarely updated but
must be periodically audited to ensure their availability and
trustworthiness. Both the size of the data and the number of
audit logs grow significantly over time. Hence, it is critical that
the size of cryptographic audit tags is small to avoid storage
bottlenecks in cold storage and digital archival systems.

Several cryptographic techniques have been developed
[11], [31] to permit effective data integrity audit. Provable Data
Possession (PDP) [11] allows a client to check whether her
data is kept intact by the storage server. Despite its merits,
PDP only ensures the integrity of most of the data, but not all.
By deleting a small portion of the data, the adversarial server
can still bypass the audit with a high probability. Proof of
Retrievability (PoR) [31] achieves a stronger security notion
in the sense that the audit can provably tell whether all the
data is intact and retrievable or not. While preliminary PoR
schemes are static (e.g., [40], [17], [31]), recent Dynamic
PoR (DPoR) constructions (e.g., [7], [15], [20], [41], [43])
have enabled data updatability and auditability simultaneously.
Most proposed DPoR schemes rely on coding theory and
cryptographic techniques as the main building blocks such as
error correction code (ECC) [20], [41], [43], Oblivious RAM
(ORAM) [20], and verifiable computation [7], [15].

Each of the proposed DPoR schemes to date features
unique properties with special characteristics (e.g., strong
privacy, update efficiency, low storage). However, most of
them are not ideal for audit-intensive use cases. Specifically,
apart from the auditability, ORAM-based DPoR [20] can
also hide data access patterns (e.g., read/write); however, it
incurs significantly high communication overhead during an
audit. Shi et al. proposed a DPoR scheme based on a locally

Abstract—Storage-as-a-service (STaaS) permits the client to 
outsource her data to the cloud, thereby reducing data man-
agement and maintenance costs. However, STaaS also brings 
significant data integrity and soundness concerns since the storage 
provider might not keep the client data intact and retrievable all 
the time (e.g., cost saving via deletions). Proof of Retrievability 
(PoR) can validate the integrity and retrievability of remote data 
effectively. This technique can be useful for regular audits to 
monitor data compromises, as well as to comply with standard 
data regulations. In particular, cold storage applications (e.g., MS 
Azure, Amazon Glacier) require regular and frequent audits with 
less frequent data modification. Yet, despite their merits, existing 
PoR techniques generally focus on other metrics (e.g., low storage, 
fast update, metadata privacy) but not audit efficiency (e.g., low 
audit time, small proof size). Hence, there is a need to develop new 
PoR techniques that achieve efficient data audit while preserving 
update and retrieval performance.

In this paper, we propose Porla, a new PoR framework that 
permits efficient data audit, update, and retrieval functionali-
ties simultaneously. Porla permits data audit in both private 
and public settings, each of which features asymptotically (and 
concretely) smaller audit-proof size and lower audit time than 
all the prior works while retaining the same asymptotic data 
update overhead. Porla achieves all these properties by composing 
erasure codes with verifiable computation techniques which, to 
our knowledge, is a new approach to PoR design. We address 
several challenges that arise in such a composition by creating 
a new homomorphic authenticated commitment scheme, which 
can be of independent interest. We fully implemented Porla and 
evaluated its performance on commodity cloud (i.e., Amazon 
EC2) under various settings. Experimental results demonstrated 
that Porla achieves two to four orders of magnitude smaller 
audit proof size with 4×–18000× lower audit time than all prior 
schemes in both private and public audit settings at the cost of 
only 2×–3× slower update.

I. INTRODUCTION

Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS) provides a sophisticated data 
storage facility and infrastructure for clients to outsource 
their data to the cloud, thereby reducing expensive data man-
agement, maintenance, and archival costs [30]. Despite its 
merits, STaaS has posed significant concerns regarding the data 
soundness to the client. When a client outsources her data to a 
remote storage provider, it is not clear whether all data will be 
kept intact and retrievable over time. Data loss can happen due
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TABLE I: Comparison of our Porla framework over state-of-the-art.

Scheme Write Audit Storage
Bandwidth Client cost Server cost Proof size Client cost Server cost Server Client

SSP13 [41] β + |πvc|
+ O(λ logN)

1Uvc +O(λβ)F
+ O(logN)E

1Uvc +
O(β logN)F O(β + λ2 logN)

O(βλ)F +
O(λ logN)E

O(βλ logN)F O(Nβ) O(β + λ)

CKW17 [20] O(βλ2 log2N) O(βλ2 log2N)E O(βλ log2N) O(βλ2 log2N) O(βλ2 log2N)E O(βλ2 log2N) O(Nβ) O(λ)
ADJ+21 [7] β + |πvc| 1Uvc 1Uvc O(λ

√
βN) O(λ

√
βN)F O(Nβ)F O(Nβ) O(

√
βN)

Our Porlakzg
β + |πvc| 1Uvc +O(β)G

1Uvc +
O(β logN)F
+ O(logN)G

3|G| O(λ logN)PRF
+1e O(βλ logN)F +

O(λ logN + β)G O(Nβ) O(λ)
Our Porlaipa 2 log2 β|G|+ 2|F| O(λ logN)PRF

+O(β)G
This table presents the cost of private audit. For public audit setting, we refer to Table II. N = # data blocks, β = block size, λ = security parameter.
Client/server cost includes client/server computation and disk I/O access. F means finite field arithmetic operations; G means group operations, E means
symmetric operations (i.e., encryption/decryption); PRF means PRF operations; e means pairing operations. |πvc| is the membership proof size and Uvc is
the cost to update the vector commitment with a new element of the underlying VC scheme, respectively. See §V-D for detailed analysis of our schemes.

updatable ECC that departs from ORAM to reduce the audit
bandwidth cost [41]. However, its audit proof size grows
linearly to the block size and logarithmically to the data size,
and is significantly large in the public audit setting. This may
not be desirable for applications that require auditing on large
databases with large block sizes (e.g., image/video storage)
and maintaining the audit logs for digital forensics. Finally,
verifiable computation-based techniques [7], [15] offer efficient
data updates with small server storage. However, their audit
cost is expensive, since the entire data needs to be processed.
This may not be ideal for situations where periodic audits over
large-scale databases are needed.

Given that there is a lack of a DPoR design focusing on
optimizing the audit overhead, we ask the following question:

Can we design a new DPoR scheme that minimizes the
audit cost (i.e., proof size, end-to-end latency) for audit-
critical applications such as cold-storage, while maintaining
a reasonable data update performance over state-of-the-art?

A. Our Results and Contributions

We answer this question with a new DPoR framework
called Porla that achieves low audit processing with minimal
audit log size while retaining asymptotically efficient data
update. Our construction makes use of both coding theory and
verifiable computation techniques which, to our knowledge,
is the first that considers such an integrated approach in
DPoR design. We introduce two instantiations from our generic
scheme via succinct polynomial commitment schemes (e.g.,
KZG [32]) and via an Inner-Product Argument (IPA) [18].

• Minimal audit proof size. Porla offers a minimal audit
proof size regardless of the database size. The proof size of
our KZG-based Porla only costs three group elements, while
that of the IPA-based Porla only grows logarithmically with
the data block size plus two field elements. This results in
two to four orders of magnitude smaller proof size than all
prior DPoRs (§VII-C). To our knowledge, Porla is the first
to achieve a constant audit proof size.

• Low audit time. Our scheme causes a sub-linear au-
dit overhead at both client and server, thereby achieving
much lower processing latency than verifiable computation-
based techniques (e.g., [7]). Experimental results on a real
cloud platform demonstrated that our scheme achieves 4×–
18000× faster audit time than all prior approaches (§VII-C).

• Low client storage. Our scheme only requires the client
to store a λ-bit master key and a counter (where λ is the

security parameter). This is much more efficient than [7],
where the client storage cost is proportional to the square-
root of the database size.

• Efficient public audit. Our scheme can enable public audit
with a small extra overhead compared with prior schemes
(e.g., [41], [7]). Specifically, it incurs an extra ofO(λ logN)
group elements to the audit proof size andO(λ logN) group
operations to the client processing (where λ is a security
parameter), compared with O(λ logN) data blocks in [41]
and O(

√
Nβ) group operations in [7], where N is the

number of data blocks and β is the block size (see Table II
and §VII-F). Concretely, our public audit proof size is one
to two orders of magnitude smaller and our audit delay is
45×–11700× faster than all prior works (e.g., [41], [7])
(see §VII-F), where it only costs around 1 second to audit
a 2 TB database. Due to the small proof size, Porla can be
a potential candidate to develop other useful applications
such as Proof of Space [24], [38] as an alternative consensus
mechanism, or digital fair exchange protocols [5], [19].

• Techniques: “homomorphic authenticated commit-
ment”. To construct our DPoR scheme with low audit
overhead, we come up with a new authentication technique
that can be of independent interest and can lead to other
interesting applications. We construct a homomorphic Mes-
sage Authentication Code (MAC) for discrete log-based (ho-
momorphic) commitment. Our MAC offers homomorphic
property in the sense that the authentication tags can be
aggregated into a single tag according to some linear com-
bination. We prove that our MAC achieves the existential
unforgeability under chosen message attack (§IV).

• Efficient data update. We inherit all the asymptotic
overhead of data update in [41]. In fact, the client’s overhead
and bandwidth in our scheme are concretely lower than
[41] during the online update thanks to the pre-computation
properties of our MAC scheme, which permits the MAC
update token to be pre-computed and transmitted ahead of
time in the offline phase (see Remark 1).

Table I compares our DPoR with state-of-the-art schemes.
We analyzed the security of our proposed techniques and
formally proved that they satisfy the standard security notions
(i.e., unforgeability, authenticity, retrievability). We fully im-
plemented our schemes and evaluated their performance on
commodity Amazon EC2 clouds. Experimental results showed
that our technique outperforms prior works in all audit metrics
(e.g., proof size, delay, public audit setting) (see §VII). Our
implementation will be open-sourced for wide adaptation.
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B. Technical Highlights

Our scheme relies on the blueprint design of a locally
updatable code called incrementally constructible code (ICC)
proposed in [41]. We start by presenting its high-level idea.

A brief overview of ICC code. All DPoR schemes with
sublinear audit cost (e.g., [41], [20]) that harness ECC to
encode the data is based on the elegant observation by Juels
et al. [31]: If only a small portion of the ECC codeword
is damaged, ECC can help to recover the original data.
Otherwise, if it exceeds the correction threshold, by checking
the authenticity of O(λ) random codeword blocks, one of
them will likely be the corrupted block that cannot bypass the
authenticity check and therefore will fail the audit. Despite
its usefulness in audit, ECC poses difficulty in the update
because a small change in the original data will result in
rebuilding the entire codeword. To address this issue, ICC code
was proposed, which comprises multiple ECC codewords with
different sizes to support data updates over time, in which
smaller ECC codewords are rebuilt more frequently than large
codewords which are rebuilt only after a certain number of
updates. By taking amortization into account, the (amortized)
cost per data update will become small (i.e., logarithmic to the
total data size). To perform an audit on ICC, the client samples
O(λ) random positions per ECC codeword and verifies their
authenticity as in any ECC-based DPoR. Shi et al. [41] showed
that the challenged codeword blocks can be aggregated into
a single block using a random linear combination to reduce
bandwidth overhead. However, it still requires transmitting the
aggregated block itself and the authentication tags of individual
blocks being aggregated for authenticity check. This may incur
a large audit proof size and bandwidth overhead given that the
block size and the database are large.

Idea 1: Transmit the block commitment, and prove the
knowledge of opening of commitment. Our first idea is
that instead of transmitting the aggregated block, the server
can commit to it using a succinct commitment scheme (e.g.,
polynomial commitment), and then prove the knowledge of the
opening of the commitment. This permits us to reduce the audit
proof size to the size of proving the opening of commitment,
which can be as small as just a few group elements. However,
there are some challenges to realizing this idea. Specifically,
how to verify if the codeword block the server commits to is
indeed the aggregation of the original blocks being challenged?
Although this can be done by applying the idea in [41] by
creating an authentication tag for the commitment of each
block, it still requires transmitting the authentication tags of
individual commitments, thereby increasing the audit-proof
size and bandwidth. Can we do it better?

Idea 2: Create homomorphic authenticated commitment
to further reduce audit proof size. We develop a new
MAC scheme for polynomial commitment, which permits to
verify the authenticity of the commitment of the aggregated
block without attaching multiple authentication tags to the
audit-proof. This is achieved by making the authenticated
commitment become homomorphic in the sense that not only
the commitment of individual codeword blocks can be linearly
combined but also their authentication tags can be aggregated
accordingly. This permits us to verify the authenticity of the
commitment of the aggregated block in Idea 1 with just a
single authentication tag, given that the aggregation is based on
a random linear combination. Note that several homomorphic

MACs were proposed in the literature (e.g., [6], [21], [41]).
However, they were designed for different message structures
(e.g., network coding, circuits). In our setting, the message
to be authenticated is a commitment and, therefore, it is not
suitable to directly use these techniques. Thus, we design a new
homomorphic MAC scheme for the commitment by exploiting
its algebraic structures (e.g., group elements).

Putting everything together. By combining two ideas, we
can see that the audit proof now only contains a commitment,
a proof of opening, and an authentication tag, and thus its
size is minimal. We present the high-level workflow of our
audit as follows. During the setup phase, the client encodes
the database with ICC code and creates the authenticated
commitment for each codeword block. During the audit, the
client first samples O(λ) random challenged blocks per ECC
codeword. The server then aggregates all the challenged blocks
to a single block according to a random linear combination
indicated by the client, then commits to the aggregated block
and performs the same linear combination over the correspond-
ing authentication tags of the commitments of the challenged
blocks. The server sends the aggregated commitment and
the aggregated tag to the client, who in turn verifies the
authenticity of the commitment against its MAC tag. Finally,
the client attests to the server’s knowledge of the opening of the
aggregated commitment, which, thanks to the random linear
combination, can only be bypassed if the server maintains the
knowledge of individual challenged codeword blocks.

At the high-level idea, we can see that our DPoR designs
make use of both ECC and verifiable computation techniques
(i.e., verifiable polynomial delegation). It is worth noting
that we are the first to consider such a combination, which
has never been explored in the literature. Specifically, all
prior DPoR schemes rely solely on either ECC [20], [41]
or verifiable computation [7] (but not both), which results
in either large audit proof size or linear computation cost,
respectively. We overcome these limitations with a new DPoR
design that inherits desirable properties of both ECC and
verifiable computation techniques to achieve a highly efficient
audit (i.e., small proof size, sublinear computation) while
maintaining a reasonable data update overhead. We solve
several technical challenges that arise when bridging both
ECC and VC techniques together by creating a novel efficient
authentication mechanism for homomorphic commitments.

C. Related Work

PDP and PoR are highly related to each other, both permit
the client to attest that whether her outsourced data is kept
intact by the server without retrieving it. The main difference
between PDP and PoR is that PDP only ensures the integrity of
most data, while PoR ensures all data achieves integrity. Both
PoR and PDP were first suggested at almost the same time in
two independent works by Ateniese et al. [11] and Juels et al.
[31]. We review PoR/PDP schemes that are the most relevant
to our constructions with unique properties.

Static data. Early PDP/PoR constructions permit integrity
verification over static data (i.e., no update) [31], [11], [23],
[49], [34]. Most of these schemes focus on improving com-
munication complexity and achieving precise security.

Dynamic data. Several constructions attempt to enable data
updatability while retaining integrity auditability efficiently. It
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is challenging to permit both data updatability and auditabil-
ity in PDP and PoR schemes. For example, Dynamic PDP
schemes in [25], [47], [12] permit updates, but their audit
protocol does not achieve the same security notion as PoR.
On the other hand, since most audit-efficient PoR schemes
(e.g., [31]) encode original data with ECC, updating a small
piece of data requires rebuilding the entire codeword, which is
costly. Therefore, Cash et al. [20] suggested encoding original
data with multiple small codewords and using ORAM to
obliviously update the codeword. Shi et al. in [41] proposed
a locally updatable ECC that permits an update over a data
block to rebuild only some small codewords. There are some
constructions (e.g., [15], [7]) that depart from ECC and rely
solely on verifiable computation techniques; however, they
require processing the entire database for integrity check.

Public audit. Some constructions permit public audit, in
which the data integrity can be verified by a public auditor
without the data owner’s intervention. Some constructions [9],
[8] are designed for public audit only, while there are some
works that offer both private and public audit capabilities (e.g.,
[41], [7]) (including our work).

Trusted proxy / distributed settings. Several constructions
designed for special settings are different from the standard
client-server model. The schemes in [43], [46] harness a
trusted proxy to perform audit operations on behalf of the
client, and/or to enable efficient updates. There are a few
PDP/PoR designs that verify the integrity of the data replicated
in distributed storage servers [49], [23].

Other application use cases. While PDP/PoR was originally
proposed for integrity checks of remote data storage, they have
been found useful in many other applications and settings.
For example, proof-of-space [24], [38] uses PoR to develop
an alternative to the traditional hash-based proof of work in
blockchain. “Proof of data reliability” (or proof-of-replication)
also harnesses PoR to verify not only data integrity but also
redundancy for recovery in case of data corruption [27], [44].
PoR has also been used for digital fair exchange [5], [19].

II. PRELIMINARIES

Notation. Let F be a finite field. Let G denote a cyclic group
of prime order p and Zp denote the ring of integers modulo
p. 〈x,y〉 denotes the inner product between two vectors of
the same length x and y. We denote [N ] = {1, . . . , N}. Let
a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Znp be a vector and g = (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Gn
be generators of G, we denote ga =

∏n
i=1 g

ai
i . In expressions

involving both polynomials and scalars, we write f(X) instead
of f to distinguish between the two; however, in contexts
where it is clear that f is a polynomial, we simply write f
for brevity. We denote F as the keyed pseudorandom function,
where k ← F.Gen(1λ) generates a PRF key k given security
parameter λ and y ← F (k, x) outputs an n-bit “random-
looking” string y given PRF key k and input x.

A. Commitment Scheme

1) Polynomial Commitment: Polynomial commitment [32]
permits a committer to commit to a polynomial in such a
way that he can later reveal the evaluations of the polynomial
at some evaluation points and prove that they correspond to
the committed polynomial. Let F be a finite field and f be a

polynomial on F with degree D. A polynomial commitment
for f ∈ FD[X] and a ∈ F is a tuple of PPT algorithms
PC = (Setup,Com,Eval,Verify) as follows.

• pp ← PC.Setup(1λ, D): Given a security parameter λ and
a bound on the polynomial degree D, it generates public
parameters pp.
• cm ← PC.Com(f, pp): Given a polynomial f ∈ FD+1[X],

it computes a commitment cm with public parameter pp.
• (y, π)← PC.Eval(f, α, pp): Given an evaluation point α ∈
F, it computes y = f(α) and the proof π.
• {0, 1} ← PC.Verify(cm, α, y, π, pp): Given a commitment
cm, an evaluation point α, an answer y, and a proof π, it
outputs 1 if the evaluation is correct; otherwise it outputs 0.

Definition 1. PC satisfies the following properties.

• Binding. For any PPT adversary A such that pp ←
PC.Setup(1λ, D) and (f0, f1)← A(pp), it holds that
Pr [PC.Com(f0, pp) = PC.Com(f1, pp) ∧ f0 6= f1] ≤ negl(λ)

• Completeness. For any polynomial f ∈ FD+1[X] and α ∈ F
such that pp ← PC.Setup(1λ, D), cm ← PC.Com(f, pp),
and (y, π)← PC.Eval(f, α, pp), it holds that

Pr [PC.Verify(cm, a, y, π, pp) = 1] = 1

• Knowledge soundness. For any PPT A, pp ←
PC.Setup(1λ, D), there exists a PPT extractor E such
that, given any tuple (pp, cm∗) and the execution process
of A, E can extract f ∈ FD+1[X] such that

Pr

 (π∗, y∗, α∗)← A(1λ, pp)
f∗ ← EA(cm∗, pp)

PC.Verify(cm∗, α∗, y∗, π∗, pp) = 1
f∗(α∗) 6= y∗

 ≤ negl(λ)

• Homomorphism. A PC scheme is homomorphic if
PC.Com(f) � PC.Com(g) = PC.Com(f + g)
PC.Com(f) � c = PC.Comr(c · f)

(1)
where �,� denotes addition and multiplication on the
commitment space C, c ∈ F is a scalar.

DLP-based PC. We recall PC schemes, in which the (D −
1)-degree polynomial is committed using a set of generators
(g1, . . . , gD) ∈ G. Given a polynomial f(X) =

∑D
i=1 ai ·

Xi−1, we denote a = (a1, . . . , aD) as the vector containing
all coefficients of f(X).

• KZG Scheme [32]: Kate et al. proposed an efficient
PC scheme using bilinear mapping. Let G,GT be two
groups of prime order p and g ∈ G be the genera-
tor. Let e : G × G → GT be the bilinear map and
bp = (p,G,GT , e, g) ← BilGen(1λ) denote the parameters
generated for the bilinear map e.

◦ pp ← PC.Setup(1λ, D): Given a security parameter λ,
and a bound on the polynomial degree D, it executes
bp = (p,G,GT , e, g) ← BilGen(1λ) and outputs pp =

(p, g,G, e,GT ,g), where g = (g, gτ
1

, . . . , gτ
D−1

).
◦ cm← PC.Com(f, pp): It outputs ga.
◦ (y, π) ← PC.Eval(f, α, pp): It outputs y = f(α) and
π = gq(τ), where q(X) = f(X)−y

X−α .
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◦ {0, 1} ← PC.Verify(cm, α, y, π, pp): It outputs
e(cm/gy, g)

?
= e(π, gτ/gα).

• Inner Product Argument: PC can also be derived from an
inner product argument. We recall Bulletproofs [18] that
proposes an efficient inner product proof system for the
relation {

(
g,h ∈ Gn, P ∈ G, c ∈ Zp;a,b ∈ Znp

)
: P =

gahb∧c = 〈a,b〉} where g,h ∈ Gn are public independent
generators. To construct PC from the inner product argu-
ment, the polynomial coefficients can be treated as a while
the evaluation point is treated as b in the above relation.
The polynomial f(X) =

∑D
i=0 ai ·Xi is committed as ga,

where g = (g0, . . . , gD) are public independent generators
and a = (a0, . . . , aD). We present in detail an efficient
PC scheme based on the inner product argument in §V-B.

2) Vector Commitment: Vector commitment (VC) [22] per-
mits a committer to commit to a vector in a way that some
elements of the committed vector can be revealed and proven
to belong to the original commitment (proof of membership).
A VC for a message space M is a tuple of PPT algorithms
VC = (Setup,Com,UpdCom,Open,Verify) as follows.

• pp← VC.Setup(1λ, N): Given a security parameter λ and
a bounded vector size N , it outputs public parameters pp.

• cm← VC.Com(x, pp): Given a vector x ∈MN , it outputs
a commitment cm.

• cm′ ← VC.UpdCom(cm, i,x[i],x′[i], pp): Given a commit-
ment cm, an index i ∈ [N ], an old element x[i] and a new
element x′[i], it outputs an updated commitment cm′.

• (y, π) ← VC.Open(x, i, pp): Given a vector x, an index
i ∈ [N ], it outputs y = x[i] and a proof π.

• {0, 1} ← VC.Verify(cm, y, i, π, pp): Given a vector com-
mitment cm′, an index i ∈ [N ], and a value y, a proof π, it
outputs 1 if π is valid proof for which y is the i-th element
of the vector committed to cm, and 0 otherwise.

Similar to PC, VC satisfies properties including binding, com-
pleteness, and soundness. Due to space constraints, we refer
to [22] for their formal definition.

B. Error Correcting Code

Our construction uses the erasure code defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Erasure Codes). Denote Λ as a finite alphabet.
An (m,n, d)Λ erasure code is a pair of PPT algorithms:
encode: Λn → Λm and decode: Λm−d+1 → Λn, where
m > n ≥ d, such that as long as the number of erasures is
bounded by d−1, decode can always recover the original data
with probability 1. A code is the maximum distance separable
(MDS), if n+ d = m+ 1.

ICC Encoding. We recall a (2n, n, n)-linear encoding scheme
[41], which encodes n data blocks into 2n codeword blocks,
in which any knowledge of n codeword blocks can be able
to recover n original data blocks. To reduce the cost of
recomputing the entire codeword for each time a data block
is updated, Shi et al. proposed an Incrementally Constructible
Code (ICC) [41], which permits updating only a small portion
of the erasure code when a data block is updated. The idea is
to build a hierarchical codeword H with L = dlog2 ne levels,

Parameters: Let p = α2n + 1 denote a prime for some integer α ∈ N. Let
Z∗p denote Zp \ {0} and ĝ be a generator of Z∗p. Let w = ĝk mod p be a
2n-th primitive root of unity mod p.

HAddB(b, t,H):
/* Suppose each H` is of the form H` := (X`,Y`), where X` and Y`

each stores 2` codeword blocks.*/
1. If H0 is empty:
2. X0 ← b and Y0 ← wt · b
3. Else:
4. Let 0, . . . , ` be successively full levels, and `+1 be first empty level
5. Call HRebuildBX(`,b) and HRebuildBY(`, wt · b)
HRebuildBX(`,b):
/* HRebuildBY is analogue to HRebuildBX by replacing X’s with Y’s */
1. X̃1 ← mixB(X0,b, 0)
2. For i = 1 to `− 1:
3. X̃i+1 ← mixB(Xi, X̃i, i)
4. Output X` := X̃` and empty all X0, . . . ,X`−1
H← mixB(H0,H1, `):

1. Let ν = wn/2
`

be 2`+1-th primitive root of unity
2. For i = 0 to 2` − 1:
3. H[i]← H0[i] + νi ·H1[i] (mod p)
4. H[i+ 2`]← H0[i]− νi ·H1[i] (mod p)
5. Output H

Fig. 1: ICC code [41].

where each level H` contains 2`+1 erasure blocks of 2` most
recently updated data blocks. Thus, the codeword H` only
needs to be computed every 2` updates. Figure 1 presents
the algorithm to update the hierarchical codeword H when
updating a data block b using the FFT algorithm.

Let t be an incremental value indicating the time when
updating a block and x` contains 2` blocks being updated
recently, i.e., x` contains blocks updated at time t, t+1, . . . , t+
2` − 1. Let ψc(n) be a partial bit-reversal function, which
reverses the least significant c bits of value n. For example,
assume 3-bit representation, ψ3(1) = 4 and ψ2(1) = 2. Let
πc(x) be a partial bit-reversal permutation function, where the
element in x at index i is permuted to the index ψc(i). Each
H` constructed in Figure 1 is of the following form

H` := π`(v`)× [F` | D`,tF`]

where F` := vand(w
2n

2`
·20

, w
2n

2`
·21

, . . . , w
2n

2`
·2`−1

)
is a 2` × 2` FFT Vandermonde matrix and
D`,t := diag(wψ`+1(t), wψ`+1(t+1), . . . , wψ`+1(t+n−1)) is
a 2` × 2` diagonal matrix.

Lemma 1. Any 2`×2` submatrix of the generator matrix G :=
[F` | D`,tF`] is non-singular.

III. OUR MODELS

A. System Model

Our system model consists of a client and a server. The
server provides data storage and access service to the client
with integrity and retrievability guarantees, meaning that any
portion of the client data is kept intact and retrievable (i.e.,
no deletion or corruption). A DPoR scheme is a tuple of PPT
algorithms (PSetup,PRead,PWrite,PAudit) as follows.

• (st,M) ← PSetup(1λ,M, N, β): Given a security param-
eter λ and a database M with N β-bit entries, it initializes
the client state st and the server state M.
• b ← PRead(i): Given an index i ∈ [N ], it reads the

database block as b←M[i]. It outputs b or reject.
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• PWrite(i,b′): Given an index i ∈ [N ], a data block b′, it
writes to the index i of the database as M[i]← b′.

• b ← PAudit(): It verifies if the server is maintaining M
correctly so that all the blocks in M remain retrievable. It
outputs a decision b ∈ {accept, reject}.

B. Threat and Security Models

In our system, the client is trusted. The server is untrusted
and can behave maliciously. The server can deviate from
the protocol to compromise the client’s data authenticity and
retrievability, for example, by discarding the latest updates
from the user, modifying data content without being authorized
to compromise data integrity, and/or deleting a portion of the
user data to save storage space. Our security definition captures
the authenticity and retrievability for an honest client in the
presence of a malicious server as follows.

Definition 3 (Authenticity [20], [41]). Consider the following
game AuthGameS∗(λ) between a malicious server S∗ and a
challenger as follows.

• The challenger initializes a copy of the honest client C
and the honest server S. S∗ specifies an initial database M.
The challenger executes (st,M) ← PSetup(1λ,M, N, β)
on behalf of C and outputs M to both S∗ and S.

• At each time step i ∈ [q], S∗ adaptively specifies an
operation opi ∈ {PRead(j),PWrite(j,b′),PAudit} for some
j ∈ [N ]. The challenger executes the corresponding protocol
indicated by opi between C and S∗, and passes every
message from C to S.

• If, at any execution time, the message given by S∗ differs
from that of S, and C does not output reject, the adversary
wins and the game outputs 1. Otherwise, it outputs 0.

We say that a DPoR scheme achieves authenticity, if for any
PPT adversary S∗, Pr[AuthGameS∗(λ)] ≤ negl(λ).

Definition 4 (Retrievability [20], [41]). Consider the follow-
ing game ExtGameS∗,E(λ) between the malicious server S∗,
the extractor E , and the challenger.

• Initialize. The challenger initializes a copy of the hon-
est client C. S∗ specifies an initial database M with
N β-bit blocks. The challenger executes (st,M) ←
PSetup(1λ,M, N, β) on behalf of C and outputs M to S∗.

• Query. For each time step i ∈ [q], S∗ adaptively specifies
an operation opi ∈ {PRead(j),PWrite(j,b′),PAudit} for
some j ∈ [N ]. The challenger executes the corresponding
protocol indicated by opi between C and S∗.

• Challenge. Let Succ(S∗fin)
def
= Pr

[
PAuditS∗fin,Cfin

= accept
]

be the probability of executing a subsequent audit protocol
between Sfin and Cfin over the random coins chosen by Cfin

that outputs accept.

1) Run M′ ← ES∗fin(Cfin, 1
N , 1λ), where the extractor E gets

blackbox rewinding access to the latest configuration of
the malicious server at the end of query phase S∗fin, and
repeatedly executes PAudit protocol with S∗ in poly(λ)
times in attempt to extract database content M̂.

2) If M̂ 6= M′ and Succ(S∗fin) ≥ 1/poly(λ), it outputs 1.
Otherwise, it outputs 0.

We say that a DPoR scheme achieves retrievability, if there
exists a PPT extractor E such that for any PPT adversary S∗,
Pr [ExtGameS∗,E(λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ).

At an intuitive level, authenticity ensures that the client
can always detect if the server deviates from the protocol
description (e.g., by tampering with the protocol messages
or input/output). On the other hand, retrievability ensures that
the client data remains retrievable, in which if the adversarial
server is in a state of passing an audit with a high probability,
they must know the entire content of the client data. These two
security properties are mandatory for any PoR construction
with provable security against the malicious server.

IV. HOMOMORPHIC AUTHENTICATED COMMITMENT

In this section, we construct a new homomorphic MAC for
a homomorphic commitment. Recall that the audit process in
most (D)PoR schemes (e.g., [20], [41], [31]) incurs checking
the integrity of several data blocks for security against a
malicious server. In this paper, we opt to use a MAC in
our scheme to verify the integrity of the data being audited.
Meanwhile, optimizing the audit overhead is one of our main
goals. Therefore, given that random data blocks are checked
per audit operation, it is mandatory for the MAC to be
homomorphic so that the integrity of all audited blocks can be
checked at once by a single MAC, thereby reducing the audit
proof size and bandwidth cost. Therefore, towards enabling
an efficient DPoR construction, our first step is to design
a homomorphic MAC for a special message structure (i.e.,
commitment). We start with the formal definitions as follows.

A. Definitions

Definition 5 (Homomorphic MAC). A homomorphic
MAC for homomorphic commitment over space
C consists of a tuple of PPT algorithms Σ =
(Setup,Sign,Combine,UpdState,UpdTag,Verify) as follows.

• κ ← Σ.Setup(1λ): Given a security parameter λ, it gener-
ates a secret key κ ∈ K.

• σ ← Σ.Signκ(cm, st): Given a secret key κ ∈ K, a
commitment cm ∈ C and a state st ∈ F, it computes a
tag σ ∈ T for cm under state st.

• σ′ ← Σ.Combine
(
(σ1, cm1), . . . , (σm, cmm)

)
: Given m

constants (c1, . . . , cm) ∈ F, and m tags (σ1, . . . , σm) ∈ T
of commitments (cm1, . . . , cmm) ∈ C, it computes a tag
σ′ ∈ T for cm′, where cm′ = �m

i=1 ci � cmi.

• τ ← Σ.UpdStateκ
(
(st1, c1), . . . , (stm, cm), st′

)
: Given a

key κ ∈ K, m states (st1, . . . , stm) ∈ F and m constants
(c1, . . . , cm) ∈ F, and a state st′ ∈ F, it computes an update
token τ ∈ T to update the tag of the aggregated commitment
to state st′.

σ′ ← Σ.UpdTag(τ, σ): Given an update token τ ∈ T and a
tag σ, it computes an updated tag σ′ ∈ T.

• {0, 1} ← Σ.Verifyκ
(
cm, σ, (st1, c1), . . . (stm, cm)

)
: Given

a secret key κ ∈ K, a commitment cm ∈ C, a tag
σ ∈ G ∈ T, m states (st1, . . . , stm) ∈ F and m constants
(c1, . . . , cm) ∈ F, it outputs accept (1) or reject (0).
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Definition 6 (Unforgeability). Consider the following game
EUGameA(λ) between the challenger C and the adversary A.

Setup. The challenger C samples a random key κ $← K, and
initializes an empty list L.

Query. A adaptively submits two types of the query to C as

• Signing Query. A adaptively submits to C a signing query(
cm, st

)
, where cm is a commitment, st is a state. C rejects

if st ∈ L. Otherwise, C computes σ ← Σ.Signκ(cm, st) and
sends σ to A. C adds (st; cm) to L.

• Update Query. A adaptively submits to C an update query
((st1, c1), . . . , (stm, cm), st′). C rejects if st′ ∈ L or if
stj /∈ L for some j ∈ [m]. Otherwise, C computes
τ ← Σ.UpdStateκ((st1, c1), . . . , (stm, cm), st′) and sends
τ to A. C computes cm′ =

∏m
j=1(cj � cmj), where

cmj ← L(stj) and adds (st′; cm′) to L.

Output. A outputs a commitment cm∗, a tag
σ∗, m states (st∗1, . . . , st

∗
m), and m constants

(c∗1, . . . , c
∗
m). A wins and the game outputs 1 if (i)

Σ.Verifyκ
(
cm∗, σ∗, (st∗1, c

∗
1), . . . , (st∗m, c

∗
m)
)
) = 1, (ii)

(c∗1, . . . , c
∗
m) are not all zeros (trivial forgery), and (iii) either

1) ∃st∗i /∈ L for some i ∈ [m], or

2) st∗i ∈ L,∀i ∈ [m] and cm∗ 6= �m
i=1(ci � cmi), where

cmi ← L(st∗i )

We say that Σ achieves unforgeability if Pr[EUGameA(λ)] ≤
negl(λ).

Intuitively, unforgeability ensures that an adversary (e.g.,
server) cannot generate a valid authenticated tag of a new com-
mitment that is not in the form of a linear combination of some
commitments, whose tags can be known by the adversary. This
security is later needed in our DPoR construction to achieve
authenticity in Definition 3 against a malicious server that may
generate fake client data to bypass the audit.

B. Our MAC Scheme for DLP-based Commitment

We construct a new homomorphic MAC for the homomor-
phic polynomial commitment of the form gv ∈ G that achieves
unforgeability. Let T,C = G, and h be a generator, we present
the detailed algorithm in Figure 2.

Theorem 1 (Unforgeability of Σ). Assuming F is a secure
keyed PRF, our Σ scheme in Figure 2 is a secure homomorphic
MAC by Definition 6. Specifically, let Adv be the advantage
of A winning the above EUGame. For all homomorphic MAC
adversaries A, there exists a PRF adversary A′ such that

AdvEUGame[A,Σ] ≤ AdvPRF[A′, F ] + (1/p).

Proof: See Appendix §A.

V. OUR PROPOSED DYNAMIC POR

A. Generic Construction

We first present the generic construction of our scheme.
We then instantiate it with two popular PC schemes including
KZG [32] and inner product argument [18]. We first present
the data structures of our scheme as follows.

κ← Σ.Setup(1λ):

1. α
$← Z∗p

2. k ← F.Gen(1λ)
3. Output κ := (α, k)

σ ← Σ.Signκ(gv, st):
1. r ← F (k, st)
2. σ ← (gv)αhr

3. Output σ

σ ← Σ.Combine
(
(σ1, c1), . . . (σm, cm)

)
:

1. σ′ ←
∏m
i=1 σ

ci
i

2. Output σ′

τ ← Σ.UpdStateκ
(
(st1, c1), . . . (stm, cm), st′

)
:

1. r ←
∑m
i=1 ci · F (k, st)

2. r′ ← F (k, st′)
3. τ ← hr

′−r

4. Output τ

σ′ ← Σ.UpdTag(τ, σ):
1. σ′ ← σ · τ
2. Output σ′

{0, 1} ← Σ.Verifyκ
(
gv, σ, (st1, c1), . . . (stm, cm)

)
:

1. r′ ←
∑m
i=1

[
ci · F (k, sti)

]
2. a← (gv)α and b← hr

′

3. If a · b = σ then output 1; else output 0

Fig. 2: Homomorphic MAC for DL-based commitment.

Data structures. Our scheme follows the same data structures
in [41], which includes a raw buffer, a hierarchical log and an
erasure-coded copy of the raw buffer.

• Raw buffer. To enable efficient read operations, we store
N original data blocks in a raw buffer U.

• Erasure-coded copy of the raw buffer. To ensure all the
data blocks in U are retrievable and recoverable, we create
the erasure code (denoted as C) for the raw buffer U .

• Hierarchical log. To support efficient update, we use a
hierarchical structure H to instantiate the ICC codes. In H,
there are L+1 levels denoted as (H0, . . . ,HL), where L =
dlog2Ne. Each H` is an erasure code of 2` blocks being
written most recently. H0 contains the erasure codeword
for the most recently written block and the “age” of written
blocks in H` increases with `.

Authenticated data structures. It is necessary to ensure
the authenticity and freshness of all the blocks stored in
the aforementioned data structures. In our scheme, we apply
authentication techniques to each data structure. For the raw
buffer U, we use a VC technique to commit all the data blocks
in U so that once a block is read from U, its authenticity
and freshness can be shown via a membership proof. For the
hierarchical log H and erasure code C, we use our MAC
scheme in §IV to create the MAC tag for every codeword block
(see below). We denote Ĉ and Ĥ as the MAC components of
C, and the hierarchical log H, respectively.

We now present our generic DPOR construction. The
detailed algorithms are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Setup. The client first generates MAC key κ and public
parameters pp, pp′ of the underlying PC and VC schemes,
respectively (Figure 3, lines 2–5). Given a database DB with
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(st,M)← PSetup(1λ,DB, N, β):
1. Initialize t← 0, H` ← {∅} and Ĥ` ← {∅} for ` ∈ {0, . . . , L}
2. Let DB := (b1, . . . ,bN )
3. κ = (α, k)← Σ.Setup(1λ)
4. pp← PC.Setup(1λ, bβ/|F| − 1c)
5. pp′ ← VC.Setup(1λ, N)
6. U← (b1, . . . ,bN )
7. cm′ ← VC.Com(U, pp′)
8. C := (c1, . . . , c2N )← encode(U)
9. For i = 1 to 2N do

10. cmi ← PC.Com(ci, pp)
11. sti ← (L+ 1||i||0)
12. σi ← Σ.Signκ(cmi, sti)
13. Ĉ← (σ1, . . . , σ2N )
14. st← (t, κ, cm′, pp, pp′), M← (U,H, Ĥ,C, Ĉ, pp, pp′)
15. Output (st,M)

b← PRead(i):
16. S executes (b, π)← VC.Open(U, i, pp′)
17. S → C: (b, π)
18. C executes: If VC.Verify(cm′,b, i, π, pp′) = 1, output b. Else reject.

PWrite(i,b):
19. C updates cm′ ← VC.UpdCom(cm′, i,U[i],b, pp′)
20. C → S: b
21. S computes:
22. U[i]← b
23. Call HAddB(b, t,H)
24. C and S jointly compute:
25. Execute HAddM(st,gb, t, Ĥ)
26. t← t+ 1 . Increment global timestamp
27. Every 2H steps, call CRebuild()

{0, 1} ← PAudit():

28. C computes ci,j
$← [2i− 1], ρi,j

$← Z∗p for 0 ≤ i ≤ L+ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ λ

29. C → S: {ci,j , ρi,j}L+1,λ
i=0,j=0

30. S computes:
31. b←

∑L+1
i=0

∑λ
j=1 ρi,j ·Hi[ci,j ]

32. Let σi,j := Ĥi[ci,j ] for 0 ≤ i ≤ L+ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ λ
33. σ′ ← Σ.Combine

(
(σ0,1, ρ0,1), . . . , (σi,j , ρi,j), . . . , (σL+1,λ, ρL+1,λ)

)
34. S → C: σ′,gb

35. C computes:
36. sti,j ← (i||ci,j ||ti) for 0 ≤ i ≤ L+ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ λ
37. b← Σ.Verifyκ

(
gb, σ′, (st0,1, ρ0,1), ..., (sti,j , ρi,j), ..., (stL+1,λ, ρL+1,λ)

)
38. If b = 0 then output reject

39. x
$← Z∗p

40. C → S : x
41. S computes (y, π)← PC.Eval(b, x, pp)
42. S → C : y, π
43. C computes b← PC.Verify(gb, x, y, π, pp) and outputs b

Fig. 3: Our proposed Porla scheme.

N β-bit blocks, the client stores all the blocks in the raw
buffer U with N slots (line 6). The client then commits to
U using a VC scheme (e.g., Merkle tree [36]) resulting in a
commitment cm′ (i.e., Merkle root), which is stored for later
use to verify the authenticity of the retrieved block (line 7).
Finally, the client builds the FFT-based erasure code of U as
well as the authentication tag (lines 8–13). Specifically, for
each codeword block in C, the client commits to it using a PC
scheme (line 10) and creates a MAC tag for the commitment
(line 12).

Remark that our homomorphic MAC scheme requires a
unique state (st) to compute the authentication tag for each
commitment. This can be achieved by setting st = (id||i||t)
(line 11), where id is the identifier of the data structure
that the block belongs to, i is the block index, and t is a

HAddM(st,gb, t, Ĥ):
Let each Ĥ` be of form Ĥ` := (X̂`, Ŷ`), where each X̂`, Ŷ` stores 2`

corresponding MAC of codeword blocks in H`.
1. If Ĥ0 is empty then
2. st← (0||0||t) . If Ĥ0 is empty, use the latest timestamp
3. X̂0 ← Σ.Signκ(gb, st||0)

4. Ŷ0 ← Σ.Signκ((gb)
wψ(t)

, st||1)
5. Else
6. Let 0, . . . , ` be successively full lelvels, and `+1 be first empty level
7. st← (0||1||t− 1) . t− 1 is the time Ĥ0 was last rebuilt
8. σX ← Σ.Signκ(gb, st||0)

9. σY ← Σ.Signκ((gb)
wψ(t)

, st||1)
10. Call HRebuildMX(`+ 1, σX) and HRebuildMY(`+ 1, σY )

HRebuildMX(`, σ):
/* HRebuildMY is analogue to HRebuildMX by replacing X̂’s with Ŷ’s */

11. X̂′1 ← mixM(X0, σ, 0)
12. For i = 1 to `− 1 do
13. Let ti, ti+1 be the timestamp level i and i+ 1 were last rebuilt.
14. If level i+ 1 is empty then ti+1 ← t
15. X̂′i+1 ← mixM(X̂i, X̂

′
i, i, ti, ti+1)

16. Output X̂` ← X̂′`

Ĥ← mixM(Ĥ0, Ĥ1, `, t`, t`+1):

17. Let ν = wn/2
`

be 2`+1-th primitive root of unity
18. For i = 0 to 2` − 1 do
19. st0 ← (`||i||t`)
20. st1 ← (`||i+ 2`||t`)
21. If level `+ 1 is empty then
22. st′0 ← (`+ 1||i||t`+1)
23. st′1 ← (`+ 1||i+ 2`||t`+1)
24. Else
25. st′0 ← (`+ 1||2` + i||t`+1)
26. st′1 ← (`+ 1||2` + i+ 2`||t`+1)
27. τ0 ← Σ.UpdState((st0, 1), (st1, νi), st′0)

28. Ĥ[i]← Ĥ0[i] · (Ĥ1[i])ν
i

29. Ĥ[i]← Σ.UpdTag(Ĥ[i], τ0)
30. τ1 ← Σ.UpdState((st0, 1), (st1,−νi), st′1)

31. Ĥ[i+ 2`]← H0[i] · (H1[i])−ν
i

32. Ĥ[i+ 2`]← Σ.UpdTag(Ĥ[i+ 2`], τ1)
33. Output Ĥ

CRebuild():
34. For i = 1 to N do
35. b← U[i]
36. Execute HAddB(b, t,C) and HAddM(st,gb, t, Ĉ)

Fig. 4: Porla subroutines.

unique timestamp when the structure is (re)built (see below
for details).

Read. Given an index i ∈ [N ], the server computes and
returns b ← U[i] along with a proof of membership (lines
16–17). The client verifies the proof against the commitment
cm′ and outputs b if the proof is valid (line 18).

Write. To write a block b to index i, the client updates the
vector commitment cm to reflect the updated vector, where the
old block at i is replaced by b (line 19). The client then sends
the block to the server to update the raw buffer as U[i] ← b
(lines 20–22). Next, the client also sends the erasure code of
b as well as its authentication tag to the server, which, in turn,
will be placed at the top level of the hierarchical log, i.e., H0

and Ĥ0 (lines 23, 25 in Figure 3 and lines 1–4 in Figure 4).

Remark that if the first L′ levels (H0, . . . ,HL′−1) are full,
the server will execute a rebuilding process (Figure 4, line 10)
to merge and mix all the blocks in these levels and the updated
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block into the next empty level HL′ as follows.

• Rebuild H: We rebuild H using the FFT encoding scheme in
§II-B. In our scheme, the block components are processed the
same as in [41], while the MAC components will be computed
differently and need further processing. Specifically, once a
new codeword block is computed by FFT, we also need to
compute its tag accordingly. Recall that Ĥ`[i] contains the
MAC of (the commitment of) H`[i], which is of the form:

Ĥ`[i] = (gH`[i])
α
· hF (k,st`,i)

where st`,i denotes the state from which Ĥ`[i] is created. Since
the MAC is homomorphic, we can thus apply the FFT linear
combination on the MAC tags in the next level `+1 (Figure 4,
lines 27, 30) as

Ĥ`+1[i] = Ĥ0
` [i] · (Ĥ1

` [i])
νi

= (gH0
`[i])

α
· hF (k,st0`,i) · (gH1

`[i])
α·νi
· hF (k,st1`,i)·ν

i

= g(H0
`[i]+ν

i·H1
`[i])·α · hF (k,st0`,i)+ν

i·F (k,st1`,i)

= (gH`+1[i])
α
· hF (k,st0`,i)+ν

i·F (k,st1`,i)

Ĥ`+1[i+N ] = Ĥ0
` [i] · Ĥ1

` [i]
−νi

= (gH0
`[i])

α
· hF (k,st0`,i) · (gH1

`[i])
−νi·α

· h−ν
i·F (k,st1`,i)

= g(H0
`[i]−ν

i·H1
`[i])·α · hF (k,st0`,i)−ν

i·F (k,st1`,i)

= (gH`+1[i+N ])
α
· hF (k,st0`,i)−ν

i·F (k,st1`,i)

(2)

It is easy to see that Ĥ`+1[i] in (2) is the valid MAC of
H`+1[i] for any i ∈ [2N ]. However, there is an issue: the state
of Ĥ`+1[i] depends on the state of other tags at level `. To
verify Ĥ`+1[i], we need to know st0`,i, st

1
`,i. Given that Ĥ`+1

will be later used to compute level `+2, the linear combination
will be further expanded, where the state of blocks at deeper
levels depends on all upper levels. This significantly increases
the computation overhead to verify the MAC of an arbitrary
block in the hierarchical log.

To address this issue, we update Ĥ`+1[i] such that it
can be verified by its own state (st`+1,i). Specifically, after
computing (2), we convert Ĥ`+1[i] to the form of (gH`+1[i])

α ·
hF (k,st`+1,i). This can be done with algorithms Σ.UpdState
and Σ.UpdTag in Figure 2, given that st`+1,i is unique and
has never been used previously. There are two cases for Ĥ`+1:

• If level `+1 is currently empty, Ĥ`+1 will be the new FFT-
erasure code of this level. In this case, we set st`+1,i =
(`+ 1||i||t) for i ∈ [2N ], where t is the current timestamp
(Figure 4, lines 21–23).

• Otherwise, level `+1 is full, meaning there currently exists
an erasure code at this level (denoted as Ĥ0

`+1). In this case,
Ĥ`+1 will be treated as Ĥ1

`+1 in (2) to rebuild the next
level Ĥ`+2. To avoid state duplication, we set st`+1,i =
(` + 1||i + 2N ||t`+1), where t`+1 is the timestamp when
the level ` + 1 was last rebuilt/empty (i.e., the index of
codewords in Ĥ`+1 starts after Ĥ0

`+1) (lines 24–26).

Remark 1. One can observe that the state st to update the
MAC component in our scheme is data-independent. Therefore,
it can be pre-computed in the setup phase or with a background
process. Pre-computation permits the client to further save the
computation cost of O(2`) group operations and O(2`)|G|
network bandwidth overhead when rebuilding level `.

Audit. Our audit is similar to other ECC-based PoR schemes,
in which the client checks the authenticity and freshness
of O(λ) random codeword blocks of each erasure code. To
reduce the audit proof size, we make use of the random linear
combination and verifiable polynomial evaluation techniques.
Specifically, the server first aggregates all the random code-
word blocks requested by the client (Figure 3, line 31) as

b =

L+1∑
`=0

∑
i∈I

ρi,j ·H`[i] (3)

where ρi,j ∈ Z∗p are the random scalars and i ∈ I are random
block indices indicated by the client (line 28).

The server computes the commitment of the aggregated
codeword block as gb as well as its MAC (line 33) as

σ =

L+1∏
`=0

∏
i∈I

(Ĥ`[i])
ρi,j (4)

The client verifies the authenticity of gb based on its tag
σ (line 37), and then attests to the server’s knowledge of
b by challenging the server to evaluate the polynomial that
represents b (lines 39–43). Specifically, the client challenges
a random point a $← Z∗p and the server computes f(a) =∑n
i=1 bi · ai−1, where b = (b1, . . . , bn), as well as a proof of

evaluation π. The client is convinced with the server knowl-
edge if π is a valid proof of the polynomial evaluation f(a).
Due to the random linear combination, knowing b implies the
server knowledge of all individual H`[i] being challenged.

B. Instantiations

We instantiate our generic construction with two polyno-
mial commitment schemes including KZG [32] and Bullet-
proofs [18]. For KZG, we use the original KZG scheme for
commitment, evaluation, and verification. We denote our KZG-
based DPoR scheme as Porlakzg. For Bulletproofs, we present a
more simplified version of the Inner Product Argument (IPA)
for verifiable polynomial commitment. We denote our IPA-
based DPoR scheme as Porlaipa. We note that our instantia-
tions offer different security assumptions and efficiency trade-
offs. Specifically, in the Porlakzg scheme, we can assume that
the trusted client can have access to the trapdoor τ that is used
to generate a common reference string in the KZG setup phase.
This trapdoor permits the client to compute the commitment
during data update faster with multi-multiplication group oper-
ations instead of multi-exponentiation. This advantage requires
the trapdoor to be kept secret and never leaked out as a trade-
off. We discuss the cost difference between two instantiations
in more detail in §VII-C.

Polynomial Commitment via Inner Product Argument.
We present a verifiable polynomial evaluation based on
the original inner product argument proposed by Bullet-
proofs [18]. Let x be an evaluation point and a =
(a0, . . . , aD) be a vector containing the coefficients of poly-
nomial f(X) =

∑D
i=0 ai · Xi. Let g = (g0, . . . , gD+1)

be public independent generators. The verifiable polyno-
mial evaluation is a proof system for the following relation
{
(
g ∈ GD+1, P ∈ G, y ∈ Zp, x ∈ Zp;a ∈ ZD+1

p

)
: P = ga ∧

y = 〈a,x〉} where x = (x0, x1, . . . , xD). For simplicity,
we present the interactive version of the proof for the above
relation in Figure 5. It is straightforward to make the proof
non-interactive using Fiat-Shamir transformation [26].
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Input: (g, P = ga,a, x)
P’s input: (g,a)
V’s input: (g, P, x)

Output: {c = 〈a,x〉, where x = (x0, . . . , xD) if V accepts, or ⊥ if rejects}
1. V → P : x
2. P computes:
3. x = (x0, . . . , xD)
4. c← 〈a,x〉
5. P → V : c

6. V: α $← Z∗p
7. V → P : α
8. P ′ ← P · uα·c
9. Execute protocol below on Input (g, uα, P ′,x;a)

Input: (g ∈ Gn, u, P ∈ G,x ∈ ZD+1
p ;a ∈ ZD+1

p )
P’s input: (g,a,x, c)
V’s input: (g, u, P,x)

1. If n = 1 then
2. P → V : a ∈ Zp
3. V computes c = a · x and check if P ?

= gauc. If yes, V accepts;
otherwise V rejects.

4. Else
5. P computes:
6. D′ = D/2
7. cL = 〈a[:D′],x[D′:]〉
8. cR = 〈a[D′:],x[:D′]〉
9. L = g

x[:D′]
[D′:] u

cL R = g
a[D′:]
[:D′] u

cR

10. P → V : L,R

11. V : z
$← Z∗p

12. V → P : z
13. Both P and V compute:
14. g′ = gz

−1

[:D′] � gz
[D′:]

15. x′ = x[D′:] · z + x[:D′] · z−1

16. P computes: a′ = a[:D′] · z + a[D′:] · z−1

17. V computes: P ′ = Lz
2 · P ·Rz−2

18. Recursively repeat this protocol on Input(g′, u, P ′,x′;a′)

Fig. 5: IPA-based Verifiable Polynomial Evaluation.

C. Security Analysis

Theorem 2. Porla satisfies authenticity by Definition 3.

Theorem 3. Porla satisfies retrievability by Definition 4.

We present the proofs in Appendices §B and §C.

D. Efficiency

We analyze the efficiency of our proposed scheme. Let
λ, β,N be the security parameter, the data block size, and the
number of data blocks in the database, respectively.

The read operation incurs transmitting a data block and a
membership proof, which incurs a bandwidth cost of β + |πvc|.
The client and server computation depends on the complexity
of membership proof and verification of the underlying VC
scheme. For example, with the Merkle tree [36], |πvc| =
O(λ logN), and the client incurs O(logN) hash invocations.

For the write operation, the client receives a membership
proof to update the vector commitment with the new data
block. In total, the client bandwidth incurs β+ |πvc| bandwidth
overhead. The client incurs the cost to update the vector
commitment to capturing the new data block in the raw
buffer, and the cost of O(β) group operations to compute
a polynomial commitment for the new block. On the other
hand, the server rebuilds some level of the hierarchical code.
At each level `, the server computes FFT codeword for 2`

data blocks and 2` MAC, which incurs O(2` · β) field and

O(2`) group operations. Since each level ` is rebuilt every
2` write operations, the amortized rebuilding cost per write is
O(β logN) field and O(logN) group operations.

For audit operation, the client generates O(λ logN) ran-
dom indices and random scalars, which can be sent with O(λ)
bandwidth cost via a PRF seed. The client receives a MAC
tag, a commitment of aggregated block, and a proof of the
polynomial evaluation, which incurs a total of O(λ + |π|)
bandwidth cost, where π is the proof size of the underlying
PC scheme. Specifically, for the KZG scheme, |π| = 1|G| and
the client incurs O(1) group operations and 1 pairing, while
the server incurs O(β) group operations. For IPA-based PC,
|π| = O(log β) and the client/server overhead is O(β) group
operations. The client incurs O(1) group operations to verify
the MAC. Before proving the polynomial evaluation, the server
performs a random linear combination on the data blocks
and MAC components, and commits to the aggregated block,
which incurs O(β ·λ logN) field operations and O(λ logN +
β) group operations, respectively. In total, the audit proof size
is 3|G| for Porlakzg scheme (one commitment, one MAC tag,
and one proof), and O(log β)|G| for Porlaipa scheme.

For the storage, the client only needs to store an O(λ)-bit
master key and the timestamp as the global counter. The server
stores FFT codewords, which incurs O(Nβ) overhead, while
the authentication component costs O(λN) overhead.

VI. PUBLIC AUDITABILITY

In this section, we show how to enable public audit in
Porla. The high-level idea is to somehow permit a public
auditor to obtain the correct polynomial commitments of the
challenged codeword blocks so that the server’s knowledge of
codeword blocks can be attested via a verifiable polynomial
evaluation and a random linear combination. We achieve this
by using VC technique at the server side, in which the server
commits to a vector containing the polynomial commitments
of codeword blocks, and then later proves the membership
of polynomial commitments (challenged by a public auditor)
corresponding to the committed vector.

For each level in H (or C), suppose v1, . . . ,vn′ are the
codeword blocks, and gv1 , . . . ,gvn′ are their corresponding
commitments. Let x := (gv1 , . . . ,gvn′ ), the server commits
to x as cm′ ← VC.Com(x, pp′), where pp′ ← VC.Setup(1λ).
The public audit protocol happens as follows.

1) For each level in H (or C), the auditor samples t =
poly(λ) random indices. Let (i1, . . . , in) be the selected
indices, where n = t · (1 + logN). The auditor sends
(i1, . . . , in) to the server1.

2) For each j ∈ [n], the server executes (gvij , π′ij ) ←
VC.Open(cm′, ij , pp

′) and sends (gvij , π′ij ) to the audi-
tor.

3) For each j ∈ [n], the auditor verifies b ←
VC.Verify(cm′, ij ,g

vij , π′ij , pp
′). If all are valid, the au-

ditor samples a random scalar ρ and computes gv =

g
∑n
j=1 vij ρ

ij

.
4) The server executes (y, π)← PC.Eval(f, α, pp), where α

is auditor’s random challenge, and f(X) =
∑D
i=1 v[i] ·

Xi−1, and returns (y, π) to the auditor. The auditor
executes b← PC.Verify(gv, α, y, π, pp) and outputs b.

1To reduce bandwidth, the auditor can simply send a PRF seed s.
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TABLE II: Comparison of our Porla framework over state-of-the-art (public audit setting).

Scheme Write Public Audit
Bandwidth (Private) client cost Server cost Proof size Verification cost Proving cost

SSP13 [41] (1 + ε)(β + |πvc|)
+ O(λ logN)

(1 + ε)Uvc+
O(λβ)F + O(logN)E

1Cvc + (1 + ε)Uvc

+ O(β logN)F O((β + |πvc|)λ logN) O(βλ logN)Vvc O(βλ logN)Pvc

ADJ+21 [7] β + |πvc| 1Uvc 1Uvc O(λ
√
βN) O(

√
βN)G O(Nβ)F

Our Porlakzg β+
(1 + ε)|πvc|
+(1 + ε)|G|

(1 + ε)Uvc +O(β)G
1Cvc + (1 + ε)Uvc

+ O(β logN)F
+ O(logN)G

O(λ logN)|πvc|
+O(λ logN)|G|

O(λ logN)Vvc

+O(λ logN)G + 1e
O(λ logN)Pvc+
O(βλ logN)F +
O(λ logN + β)GOur Porlaipa

O(λ logN)|πvc|+ 2|F|
+O(λ logN + log β)|G|

O(λ logN)Vvc

+O(λ logN + β)G
CKW17 [20] does not support public audit. Pvc,Vvc denote the cost of proving and verifying a membership of the underlying VC scheme, respectively.
Cvc denotes the cost to create a commitment for a vector with O(logN) elements, and Uvc denotes the cost to update the vector commitment.

In this public audit scheme, the server sends O(λ logN)
commitments and a membership proof for each of them
in the vector commitment. Thus, the total proof size is
O(λ logN(λ + |πvc|) + |πpc|), where |πvc| is the size for
membership proof, |πpc| is the proof size of the polynomial
evaluation. The auditor cost isO(λ logN)Vvc+O(λ logN)G+
Vpc and the server time is O(λ logN)Ppc +O(βλ logN)F +
O(λ logN)G + Ppc, where Ppc,Vpc (resp. Pvc,Vvc) are the
overhead of proving and verifying a polynomial evaluation
(resp. a membership), respectively. Note that the proof size can
be reduced to O(λ2 logN + |πpc|) using an aggregatable VC
(e.g., [28]) that permits membership proof of multiple elements
via a single proof at the cost of a linear proving time.

Updated rebuilding process. Since the vector commitment is
computed by the server, we need to ensure that all the elements
in the committed vector are correct and consistent with the
codeword blocks after each data update. This is achieved by
having the private client (i.e., data owner) check the authen-
ticity and consistency of O(λ) random elements in the vector
committed by the server. Note that the vector commitment
is computed only during the rebuilding process. Thus, when
rebuilding level H` (or C), the following procedure happens:

1) The server performs rebuilding on the codeword blocks
and their MAC components as usual, and computes the
commitment of the new codeword blocks. Let v1, . . . ,vn
be the new codeword blocks and gv1 , . . . ,gvn′ be their
corresponding commitments. Let x := (gv1 , . . . ,gvn′ ),
the server commits to x as cm′ ← VC.Com(x, pp′).

2) The private client challenges t = poly(λ) random
elements in the committed vector. Let (i1, . . . , it)
be the challenged indices. For each j ∈ [t], the
server computes (gvij , πij ) ← VC.Open(cm′, ij , pp

′)
and sends (gvij , πij ) to the client. The server
also performs a random linear combination on the
MAC of the challenged commitments as σ ←
Σ.Combine(σi1 , ρ

i1), . . . , (σit , ρ
it)), where σij is the

MAC of gvij and ρ is a random scalar challenged by
the client. The server sends σ to the client.

3) The client computes bij ←
VC.Verify(cm, ij ,g

vij , πij , pp
′) for each j ∈ [t].

If bij = 1 for all j ∈ [t], the client next checks
b ← Σ.Verifyκ(gv, σ, (sti1 , ρ

i1), . . . , (stit , ρ
it)), where

gv :=
∏t
i=1 g

vij ·ρ
ij

. The former verifies the membership
of individual gvij in the committed vector, while the
latter verifies their authenticity against the MAC.

Updated write cost. For each level `, the client downloads
λ polynomial commitments and verifies their membership
against the committed vector. Since level ` is rebuilt after every

2` writes, it incurs a small amount ε = λ logN
N of extra VC

processing overhead to the private audit scheme in terms of
bandwidth and client/server time. Specifically, the amortized
client bandwidth per write is O(β + (1 + ε)|πvc|+ ε|G|). The
client time is (1 + ε)Uvc + O(β)G and the server time is
1Cvc + (1 + ε)Uvc +O(β logN)F +O(logN)G, where Cvc is
the complexity to create a VC commitment for a vector of size
O(logN) (for the membership proof per hierarchical level).

Theorem 4. Our public audit variant satisfies authenticity by
Definition 3 and retrievability by Definition 4.

Proof: Due to the security of VC, the public auditor ob-
tains correct commitments of the challenged codeword blocks.
The rest follows the proof of private audit in Appendix §C.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Implementation

We fully implemented all our proposed techniques in C++
consisting of approximately 4,000 lines of code. In our imple-
mentation, we used standard cryptographic libraries, including
libNTL [42] for modulo arithmetic, libsecp256k1 [48]
for elliptic curve operations in Porlaipa scheme. We imple-
mented the verifiable polynomial evaluation based on the
Bulletproofs’ IPA from scratch. For Porlakzg scheme, we used
libgnark-crypto library [16] for BN254 curve to imple-
ment KZG polynomial commitment. We used libzeromq
library [4] to implement network communication between
the client and the server. Our implementation is available at
https://github.com/vt-asaplab/porla.

Handling FFT Modulo over the Exponent. In our schemes,
we implemented standard curves (i.e., secp256k1 and
BN254) for group operations. Since the order of these groups
is not in the form of Proth prime p required by the FFT erasure
code, our implementation handles the modulo p over the
exponent when updating the MAC of polynomial commitment
of new FFT codeword blocks during the rebuilding process
as follows. Let q be the group order and l = lcm(p, q) be
the least common multiple of p and q. For each intermediate
level that is not the last level in the rebuilding process, the
server computes the FFT codeword blocks modulo l (rather
than modulo p). At the final level, for each modulo-l codeword
block c, the server computes the final modulo-p codeword
block v = c (mod p) and its corresponding alignment
gv−c (mod q) (where the multi-exponentiation is implemented
with Pippenger’s algorithm [37]). The alignment is needed for
the client to correctly check the MAC of commitment of the
FFT codeword blocks in the audit phase. During the audit,
the server aggregates the alignment components of requested
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blocks and sends the aggregation to the client, which incurs
an extra 33-byte bandwidth overhead.

B. Experimental Configuration

Hardware and network setting. For the client, we used
a laptop with an Intel i7-6820HQ CPU @ 2.7 GHz and 16
GB RAM. We used an Amazon EC2 c6i.8xlarge instance
as the server, which is equipped with a 16-core Intel Xeon
Platinum 8375C CPU @ 2.90GHz, 64 GB RAM, and 16 TB
SSD in all experiments. The network bandwidth between the
client and server is 217 Mbps with 7 ms round-trip latency.

Dataset. We used synthetic datasets of sizes ranging
from 1 GB to 2 TB containing N = 212 to N = 229

dummy data blocks with different block sizes (i.e., β ∈
{4 KB, 32 KB, 256 KB}).

Counterpart comparison and parameter choice. In this
experiment, we compared the performance of our proposed
technique with state-of-the-art DPoR schemes including SSP13
[41], CKW17 [20] , and ADJ+21 [7]. We also compared with
a (standard) static PoR scheme (i.e., [31]) to demonstrate the
cost difference between dynamic and static PoR constructions.
Finally, we compared with a baseline (or trivial) proof of
retrievability approach that transmits the entire database and
verifies the checksum of each data block to demonstrate the
effectiveness of (D)PoR schemes proposed in the literature
(including ours). We selected the parameters for all the
schemes to achieve 128-bit security as follows.

• Our schemes (Porla): We used secp256k1 and BN254
curves with 256-bit group order for Porlaipa and Porlakzg,
respectively. We selected a Proth prime p = 207 · 2248 + 1
for the FFT codeword in both schemes.

• SSP13 scheme [41]: We used standard parameters sug-
gested in [41]. Specifically, we used AES-GCM as the
authenticated encryption scheme with a 128-bit key. We
selected a Proth prime p = 3 · 230 + 1 for FFT codeword
for fast modulo arithmetic. Note that the size of the FFT
parameter does not affect the security of the system. We
selected λ = 128 for the size of the secret matrix checksum.

• ADJ+21 scheme [7]: We ran their open-sourced implemen-
tation [29] and used standard parameters suggested in [7]
for the performance benchmark. Specifically, we selected
the 56-bit data chunk with p = 144115188075855859 (57-
bit prime), matrix dimensions m = n =

√
N ′/56, where

N ′ = N ·β/56 is the total number of data chunks and SHA-
512/224 for the Merkle hash algorithm. For the public audit
setting, we used ristretto255, a 253-bit prime order subgroup
of Curve25519, and m = n =

√
N ′/252.

• Static PoR [31]: We embedded 106 128-bit sentinels into
the database at random positions. We used (255, 223, 32)-
Reed-Solomon Code as the erasure codes. We used AES to
encrypt each 128-bit codeword. For each audit, the client
verifies 1,000 random sentinels to detect if at least 1/2% of
the database is corrupted as suggested in [31].

• CKW17 scheme [20]: We used (255, 223, 32)-Reed-
Solomon code. For the underlying ORAM, we selected
the expansion factor ε = 2 so level i of the hierarchical
ORAM has 3 · 2i slots to store 2i blocks. The number of
levels ranges from 26 to 37 for 1 GB to 2 TB database.

We selected the stash size |S| = 80. For each audit, the
client reads λ = 128 random data blocks with ORAM.
• Baseline: We used HMAC with SHA-256 to compute the

checksum for each data block in the database.

C. Overall Results

Audit overhead. Figure 6 presents the proof size of our
schemes compared with other schemes under different block
sizes. We can see that our schemes incur minimal bandwidth
overhead, in which our Porlakzg scheme only requires a
constant bandwidth of 0.31 KB regardless of block size and
database size, while Porlaipa requires only 0.64–1.03 KB
for block sizes from 4 to 256 KB. Similar to Porlakzg, the
audit bandwidth overhead of Porlaipa is also independent of
database size. Therefore, our schemes achieve an 87×–1058×
smaller proof size than SSP13 scheme [41] which incurs
55.94–327.94 KB audit proof size. Note that the proof size
of SSP13 scheme grows linearly with the block size and log-
arithmically with the database size, while our technique either
incurs a constant size (i.e., Porlakzg scheme) or only grows
logarithmically with the block size (i.e., Porlaipa scheme). We
achieve three to four orders of magnitude smaller proof size
than ADJ+21, which requires 91–4344 KB because its size is
proportional to the square-root of the data size. Static PoR
[31] has a constant proof size (16 KB) for all cases because the
number of sentinels to check for each audit is fixed. Although
CKW17 [20] reads a constant number of data blocks for each
audit, it induces a much larger proof size (4264–6068 KB) than
other schemes because it uses ORAM to access the blocks,
which incurs a polylogarithmic bandwidth overhead. Since the
baseline transmits the entire database, it incurs the largest proof
size and bandwidth cost.

Figure 7 presents the (worst-case) end-to-end audit latency
of our schemes compared with other works. Porlakzg achieves
the lowest delay among all the schemes, where it is around
4×–5× faster than SSP13 scheme in all test cases, and up
to 18000×–180000× faster than ADJ+21 scheme with 2 TB
database, depending on the chosen block size. Another reason
why Porla is much faster than ADJ+21 is that it incurs
low disk I/O access (i.e., logarithmic to the database size).
Specifically, Porla and SSP13 only read 7–13 MB (for 4 KB
blocks), 43–52 MB (32 KB blocks), and 255–607 MB (256 KB
blocks) of data from disk, while ADJ+21 requires reading the
entire database, which incurs 1 GB–2 TB disk I/O access. The
difference between Porlakzg and Porlaipa mainly stems from
proving and verifying the polynomial evaluation. Static PoR
[31] achieves the fastest audit time (≈ 23 ms) because the client
only verifies a constant number of sentinels. However, we
notice that this scheme does not support data update and only
permits a limited number of audits. Other schemes (including
ours) can perform an unlimited number of audits. CKW17 is
slower than our schemes and static PoR since it uses ORAM
to read the blocks, which costs 1.8–2.6 seconds. The baseline
approach incurs the longest audit delay because it requires the
entire database to be transmitted over the network.

Update overhead. We present the update latency of our
schemes and their counterparts in Figure 8. As expected,
our schemes incur a higher update delay than SSP13 and
ADJ+21 schemes due to group operations. ADJ+21 scheme
offers remarkable update performance since it only needs to
update a Merkle path as well as the client secret vectors. Our
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Fig. 6: Audit proof size of Porla and its counterparts.
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Fig. 7: End-to-end audit delay of Porla and its counterparts.
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Fig. 8: End-to-end update delay of Porla and its counterparts.

schemes and SSP13 scheme update not only a Merkle path but
also the erasure codewords and the MAC components. For
4 KB block size, our schemes are slightly faster than SSP13,
where they take 36–44 ms to update the erasure codes and
the MACs, while SSP13 takes 43–47 ms. For larger block
sizes (i.e., 32 or 256 KB), our schemes are around 1.15×–
3× slower than SSP13 since they incur group operations
on the MACs, while SSP13 incurs symmetric operations.
CKW17 supports dynamic update; however, it incurs a high
update overhead (0.5–42.6 seconds) since it relies on ORAM
to perform data write, which incurs polylogarithmic overhead
as in the audit. The baseline scheme provides the most efficient
update because the client simply sends the updated data block
enclosed with its corresponding HMAC. By contrast, static
PoR does not support the dynamic update feature.

We note that our schemes are more client-efficient than
SSP13. Specifically, since the update token to update the
MACs in our schemes can be precomputed, the client only
needs to send the updated block and the updated Merkle
path, and delegate all the computation to the server. In
SSP13 scheme, the client has to (i) download the encrypted

MACs from the server, (ii) decrypt them, (iii) compute the
FFT erasure codes on the MACs, (iv) re-encrypt, and finally
(v) upload them to the server along with the updated block and
the Merkle path. We discuss the client cost of our schemes in
more detail in §VII-D.

D. Detailed Cost Analysis

Figure 9 and Figure 10 present the detailed cost of data
audit and update operations by our schemes, respectively, for
1 GB to 2 TB database with 32- KB block size. There are
three factors that contribute to the total delay including client
processing, communication latency, and server processing. We
can see that our schemes incur a low processing cost at the
client side in both audit and update operations, in which it only
attributes 0.8%–11.6% to the total delay in audit, and 1.3%–
11.9% in update. The client cost in Porlaipa scheme is higher
than in Porlakzg for both data audit and update operations. This
is mostly because the verification cost of polynomial evaluation
via the inner product argument is higher than KZG during
audit. Specifically, the verification time in Porlakzg is O(1),
which takes less than 1 ms. In Porlaipa, its cost is O(|B|),
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Fig. 9: Detail audit cost in our schemes.
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Fig. 10: Detail update cost in our schemes.

which takes 7.2–58.9 ms to verify for block sizes from 4 to
256 KB. In data update, since the client in Porlakzg scheme has
access to the trapdoor τ that generates the common reference
string, the cost to compute the commitment for the updated
block is faster than that of Porlaipa scheme (i.e., curve multi-
addition vs. multi-multiplication).

The network communication overhead during audit in our
schemes is also minimal, which attributes 7.6%–17.7% to the
total audit delay. This is due to the small audit proof size that
our schemes offer as shown in Figure 6. In update, the network
latency accounts for a large amount of the total delay due to
the time to transmit the updated data block itself, as well as
updated MAC hiding components for the rebuilt layer in H.
Specifically, it takes 21.4–32.9 ms (33.1%–45.0% of the total
network delay) to update a 32-KB data block.

As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, a majority of
overhead in our schemes stems from server processing, which
attributes 53.5%–90.4% to the total delay. During an audit, the
server incurs three main processing phases including (i) ag-
gregating data blocks, (ii) aggregating corresponding MACs,
and (iii) proving a polynomial evaluation at a random point.
Aggregating data blocks and the MACs takes around 34 to 93
ms for 32- KB block size with the database of size from 1 GB
to 2 TB. Since Porlakzg uses an efficient PC scheme, it only
takes 0.8–13.9 ms to prove a block of sizes from 4 to 256 KB,
compared with 4.2–134.9 ms in Porlaipa which accounts for
6.3%–43.4% of the total delay.

During a data update, most of the delay in server processing
stems from the alignment computation discussed in §VII-A
due to the unavailability of efficient standard curves that have a
group order of a Proth prime. As shown in Figure 10 (the gray
bar with dotted patterns), we can see that alignment processing
costs 14.8–29.5 ms, which contributes 51.1%–63.8% to the
total server cost and 28.9%–34.6% to the total delay. We
expect that if such curves are found and implemented, the
update overhead of our schemes can be further reduced by
up to 34.6%, thereby significantly reducing the update gap in
comparison with SSP13 and ADJ+21 schemes.
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Fig. 11: Server storage blowup of (D)PoR schemes.

E. Storage

We present the storage overhead of our schemes at the
client and server. Our schemes only require the client to
maintain a 128-bit master key and a 128-bit counter, resulting
in a total overhead of 32 bytes. This is far more efficient
than other works. For instance, SSP13 scheme requires the
client to store a 128-bit master key, a 128-bit counter, and an
authentication matrix of size Fλ/β0×β/β0

p , where β0 = log2 p
(i.e., 64 KB (resp. 512 KB) for 32 KB (resp. 256 KB) block
size and 128-bit security).

With a database of size Nβ bits, the extra server storage
of our schemes is 5Nβ + N |H| + 5N |G| bits due to the
erasure codes, the Merkle tree for the read buffer, and the
MAC components, respectively. SSP13 incurs similar server
storage overhead as our schemes, except that the size of its
MAC components is two times smaller than ours because
they are symmetric block ciphers rather than group elements.
ADJ+21 scheme achieves more lightweight server storage,
which incurs extra storage of (2N −1)|H| bits because it does
not require erasure codes. The storage overhead of the static
PoR [31] is 14.4%–16.1% since it encodes the database with
erasure codes and embeds the sentinels at random positions.
The baseline brings the lowest price regarding extra storage
overhead because it stores the original data blocks in which
each data block is enclosed with a 256-bit HMAC. Finally,
CKW17 requires approximately 2(1 + ε)γNβ + 80β bits
of server storage, where ε = 2 and γ = 255/223 are
the expansion factors of the hierarchical ORAM and Reed-
Solomon codes, respectively.

Figure 11 presents the extra server storage overhead of our
schemes and their counterparts when storing different sizes of
the database (from 1 GB to 2 TB) under a 32 KB block size.
Note that both Porlakzg and Porlaipa instantiations incur the
same extra server storage overhead and their cost is nearly
similar to SSP13 scheme (i.e., only 0.1% difference between
them). Compared with CKW17, our schemes incur 20% less
server storage blowup.

F. Public Audit Experiments

We assess the performance of Porla in the public audit
setting. Figure 12 presents the proof size of the public audit
of Porla compared with other works. As shown in Figure 12a,
the proof size of Porla is two orders of magnitude smaller
than SSP13 scheme, where it only costs 391–1384 KB, com-
pared with 246120–472302 KB. Our proof size also grows
more slowly than ADJ+21 since it is only logarithmically
proportional to the database size, compared with square-root
in ADJ+21. Concretely, our proof size is 12× smaller than
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ADJ+21 for a 2 TB database.

Figure 12b presents the impact of data block size on the
public audit proof size. Unlike SSP13 scheme, our audit proof
size is independent of block sizes. In fact, we can see that
our proof size decreases when the block size increases (with
fixed database size). This is because when the database size
is fixed, increasing the block size reduces the number of
hierarchical levels in the erasure codes, thereby reducing the
number of random positions being checked. Since the proof
size in ADJ+21 only grows square-root to the database, we
can see that it is constant regardless of block size. However,
its public variant uses group operations, and thus the proof
size in that case is 8× larger than its private audit setting.

Figure 13 presents the public audit latency of Porla com-
pared with its counterparts under 256- KB block size. We
can see that the public audit of Porla only incurs a small
extra overhead over its private audit version (i.e., 140–215 ms),
while SSP13 observes a significant increase (i.e., 20×) due
to its increased proof size. For ADJ+21 scheme, its public
audit incurs an extra delay of 0.6–763.4 seconds due to group
operations performed by the client. In general, our public audit
is 20×–45× faster than SSP13, and three orders of magnitude
faster than ADJ+21.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1

We show that our MAC achieves unforgeability via a
sequence of indistinguishable hybrid games G0, G1. Let W0

and W1 be the events that A wins at G0 and G1, respectively.

Game G0. This is the game presented in Definition 6 applied
to our Σ scheme in Figure 2. So, Pr[W0] = Adv[A,Σ].

Game G1. G1 is identical to G0, except that we replace the
PRF function F in our scheme with a truly random function.
Specifically, r ← F (k, st) is replaced with r $← Zp. Let Aprf

be the PRF adversary against F . We have that
|Pr[W0]− Pr[W1]| = Adv[Aprf , F ]

We now give the detail of how the challenger C in G1

proceeds as follows.

Init. α
$← Zp, L := {∅},

Query. At each time step, A submits to C either a signing
query or an update query as follows.

• Signing Query. A submits a signing query q =
(
gv, st

)
.

If st ∈ L, reject. Otherwise, sample r
$← Zp , computes

σ ← gv·αhr and L ← L ∪ (st;gv, r) and send σ to A.
• Update Query. A submits an update query

((st′1, c1), . . . , (st′m, cm), st). If (st ∈ L) ∧ ∃st′j /∈ L for
some j ∈ [m], reject. Otherwise, get (gvj , r′j) ← L(stj)

for j ∈ [m], sample r $← Zp , compute r̃ ← r−
∑m
j=1 cjr

′
j ,

τ ← hr̃, gṽ ←
∏m
j=1 g

vj ·cj , L ← L ∪ (st;gṽ, r̃) and send
τ to A.

Output. A outputs
(
gv∗ , σ∗, (st∗1, c

∗
1), . . . , (st∗m, c

∗
m)
)
. To

determine if A wins the game, we first analyze A’s transcript
T when querying signing and update oracles.

Transcript. T contains a list of tags and update tokens, each
of which corresponds to a unique state. Specifically, T :=
{(st1, t1), (st2, t2), . . . , (stn, tn)} where ti ∈ {σi, τi}. We can
see that each ti contains an independent random ri ∈ Zp.
Thus, the tags and tokens from A’s view are independent and
indistinguishable. Thus, the probability that A can determine
α and randoms being used to create the tags and tokens from
the protocol transcript is 1/p.

Next we consider the following cases:

• If ∃st∗i /∈ L for some i ∈ [m], set r∗i
$← Zp. Set r∗j ← rj

for all other st∗j ∈ L, where rj ← L(stj) (type-1 forgery).
• Else, set r∗i ← ri, where ri ← L(st∗i ) for all i ∈ [m]

A wins (i.e., event W1 happens) if
σ∗ = (gv∗)αh

∑m
i=1 c

∗
i ·r
∗
i , and (5)

gv∗ 6=
m∏
i=1

gvi·c∗i , where gvi ← L(st∗i )∀i ∈ [m], and (6)

c∗i 6= 0 ∀i ∈ [m]. (7)

Let T and ¬T be the event that A outputs a type-1 forgery
and a type-2 forgery, respectively.

Type-1 forgery. Recall that g = (g1, . . . , gn) are public
generators. Let ĝ be a subgroup generator ĝ such that ĝai = gi
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for i ∈ [n] with some arbitrary ai, and ĝx = h for some x.
Let v∗ = (v∗1 , . . . , v

∗
n) be some vector committed to gv∗ . (5)

can be rewritten as ĝµ = ĝ
∑n
i=1 α(aiv

∗
i )+

∑m
i=1 x(c∗i r

∗
i ). For this

to hold, A needs to find µ ∈ Zp such that

µ =

n∑
i=1

α(aiv
∗
i ) +

m∑
i=1

x(c∗i r
∗
i )

= αA+ xB

(8)

where A =
∑n
j=1 aiv

∗
i and B =

∑m
i=1 c

∗
i r
∗
i .

Assuming even DLP is solved, i.e., A knows all ai for
i ∈ [n], x and thus, can determine v∗ from gv∗ and compute
A. However, there always exists at least an unknown random
r∗i in B. Thus, the right-hand side of (8) is independent of A’s
view and indistinguishable from a random value in Zp due to
α and B. Therefore, when T happens, the probability that (8)
holds is 1/p. Thus Pr[W2 ∧ T ] = (1/p) · Pr[T ].

Type-2 forgery. A outputs (st∗1, . . . , st
∗
m), all of which were

previously queried in the query phase. Let (gvi , ri)← L(st∗i )
for i ∈ [m]. A wins if gv∗ 6=

∏m
i=1 g

vi·ci and (5) holds.

Let σ1, . . . , σm be the tags of gv1 , . . . ,gvm under state
st∗1, . . . , st

∗
m, respectively, i.e., σi = gvi·αhri for i ∈ [m].

Define gv′ :=
∏m
i=1 g

vj ·c∗i and σ′ :=
∏m
i=1 σi

c∗i It is easy to
see that σ′ is a valid tag for gv′ . So, the following two relations
hold: gv∗·α∏m

i=1 h
c∗i ·r

∗
i = σ and gv′·α∏m

i=1 h
c∗i ·ri = σ′ Since

ri = r∗i ∀i ∈ [m], this is equivalent to gα·(v
∗−v′) = σ/σ′

To produce a valid type-2 forgery, A needs to find a pair
(gv∗ , σ) satisfying the above relation. We have that gv∗ 6=∏m
i=1 g

vj ·c∗j (by (6)), v∗ 6=
∑m
j=1 c

∗
j · vj , and thus v∗ 6= v′.

Since α 6= 0 is indistinguishable from a random in Zp
in the A’s view (as proven in the protocol transcript analysis
above), the probability that A can find v∗ resulting in gv∗ and
σ satisfying the relation is 1/p.

So we have that Pr[W2 ∧¬T ] = (1/p) ·Pr[¬T ]. Putting it
all together, we have that

Pr[W2] = Pr[W2∧T ]+Pr[W2∧¬T ] =
1

p
(Pr[T ]+Pr[¬T ]) =

1

p
.

B. Proof of Theorem 2

In the data read protocol, the authenticity is straightfor-
ward due to soundness and completeness of the underlying
VC scheme. In audit protocol, suppose (v1, . . . ,vt) are data
blocks being audited. Let (gv1 , . . . ,gvt) be the commitments
of (v1, . . . ,vt). In the first step, the client requests a pair
(
∏m
i=1 g

vi·ρi ,
∏m
i=1 σ

ρi

i , where (σ1, . . . , σt) are the tags of
(gv1 , . . . ,gvt) created under specific states (st1, . . . , stt),
respectively, and ρ is a random scalar. Due to the unforgeabil-
ity of our MAC scheme, each (sti,g

vi , σi) is well-formed,
i.e., σi = gviαhF (k,sti) for each i ∈ [t]. That means
(
∏t
i=1 g

viρ
i

,
∏λ
i=1 σi

ρi) is well-defined by (st1, . . . , stt) and
ρ indicated by the client. By Theorem 1, the probability
that the malicious server can cheat the client to accept
(
∏m
i=1 g

v′i·ρ
i

,
∏m
i=1 σ

′
i
ρi ), where gv′i 6= gvi or σ′i 6= σi for

some i is negl(λ). In other words, the adversarial server must
correctly output (

∏λ
i=1 g

vi·ρi ,
∏λ
i=1 σi

ρi), otherwise the client
will reject with overwhelming probability.

In the final step of the audit, the client requests the server to
evaluate the polynomial f(X) =

∑D
d=1 ad ·Xd−1, where ad =

∑t
j=1 ρ

j ·vj [d], at a random point α and verify the evaluation.
As we make use of PC schemes (i.e., KZG and IP-based) with
completeness and soundness properties, the probability that the
malicious server can deviate from the protocol and fool the
client to accept a wrong proof/evaluation is negl(λ).

All the above arguments indicate that the malicious server
must always follow the protocol faithfully as the honest server,
otherwise, the client will reject with overwhelming probability,
and this completes the authenticity proof of our schemes.

C. Proof of Theorem 3

Let P = (op1, . . . , opq), where opi ∈
{PRead(j),PWrite(j,b′),PAudit} for some j ∈ [N ] be
the sequence of interaction between the client C and malicious
server S∗. Let Cfin,S∗fin be their final state after the interaction.

We start by proving the following lemma.

Lemma 2. There exists an extractor Ê that, given the access
to the malicious server execution during PAudit protocol, it
can extract audited blocks with overwhelming probability.

Proof: Remark that each of our PAudit protocol execution
invokes four main steps as follows.

1) The client specifies t random blocks (vi1 , . . . ,vit) with
corresponding indices (i1, . . . , it) to be audited.

2) The client sends a random scalar ρ and requests the server
to perform a random linear combination of t audit blocks
based on ρ as

∑t
j=1 vij · ρij .

3) The server returns the commitment of polynomial repre-
senting the aggregated block by random linear combina-
tion as gv, where v =

∑t
j=1 vij · ρij .

4) The client sends random evaluation point α and requests
the server to evaluate the committed polynomial at α, and
verifies the proof.

Let Ĉ and Ŝ∗ be the client state and the server state after step
1. Let C̃ and S̃∗ be the client state and the server state after
step 3. Let v← E ′S̃∗(C̃, 1λ) be the extractor of the underlying
PC scheme with knowledge soundness that can extract the
polynomial f(X) =

∑D
d=0 v[d+ 1] ·Xd.

The Extractor. We define an extractor Ê Ŝ(Ĉ, 1t, 1λ) that can
extract all individual vij for j ∈ [t] using the extractor of
polynomial commitment as the subroutine as follows.

1) Initialize an empty key-value table F := {∅}.
2) Keep rewinding and executing the following step in n =

max(2t, λ) ·m = poly(λ) times:
a) Pick a random scalar ρ ∈ Fp, and continue the remain-

ing steps of the audit with S∗. If step 3 is accepted,
invoke E ′S̃(C̃, 1λ) in step 4 to extract f(X) and set
F(ρ) := f(X). Rewind C and S∗ to the state prior to this
execution (i.e., Ĉ and Ŝ) and continue the next round.

b) If the size of F is |F| ≤ t, output fail. Otherwise, pick
t distinct pairs in F as (ρi, fi(X)) for i ∈ [t]. Let V =
vand[ρ1, . . . , ρt] and V−1 be a Vandermonde matrix
and its inverse, respectively, f = (f1(X), . . . , ft(X)).
Compute vij = V−1[j, ∗] · f for j ∈ [t].

We argue that the extractor Ê must either output all correctly
aggregated polynomials in F or return fail. In other words, the
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extractor will never put an incorrectly aggregated polynomial
into F and always detect failure. This is achieved by the
authenticity property of our scheme by Definition 3, specif-
ically the unforgeability of our MAC scheme for polynomial
(homomorphic) commitment and the knowledge soundness of
underlying PC scheme, both of which guarantee that Ê never
extracts and outputs incorrectly aggregated polynomial into F.
Specifically, let p̂ be the probability of the bad event, where
one of the executions by Ê output some incorrectly aggregated
polynomial into F without being rejected by the client. In
other words, the bad event happens if the malicious server
can break either the unforgeability of our MAC scheme or
the knowledge soundness of underlying PC scheme. Since the
extractor executes steps 2-4 in PAudit protocol with rewinding
in n = poly(λ) times, there is at least p̂/n probability that the
bad event can happen in a single random execution with Ŝ∗.
However, that also means Ŝ∗ can be used to break either the
unforgeability of our MAC scheme or the knowledge sound-
ness of PC scheme with advantage p̂/poly(λ). By Definition 3,
we must have that p̂ = negl(λ).

We now show that Ê will never return fail. Let E be the
event that fail is returned. For each round i ∈ [n] executed by
the extractor in step 2, we introduce random variables as

1) Let Xi ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator random variable, where
Xi = 1 if the execution at round i does not reject.

2) Let Gi = {ρ ∈ F} be a random variable indicating the set
of keys in F at the beginning of round i.

3) Let Yi ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator random variable, where
Yi = 1 if |Gi| < t and the random scalar ρ that the extractor
chooses at round i is already used in some previous rounds,
i.e., ρ ∈ Gi.
At the iteration round i, if (Xi = 1∧Yi = 0), there is a new

pair of (ρ, f(X)) being added to F, i.e., |Gi+1| = |Gi|+1 and,
therefore, after n = poly(λ) iterations, |Gn| ≥ t. That means
the event E only happens if

∑n
i=1Xi ≤ t or there exists a

round i where Yi = 1. So we have that

Pr[E] ≤ Pr

[
n∑
i=1

Xi < t

]
+

n∑
i=1

Pr [Yi = 1]

We have that
∑n
i=1 Pr [Yi = 1] ≤ t(t−1)

|Fp| . Let X̄ =
1
n

∑n
i=1Xi, we have that

Pr

[
n∑
i=1

Xi < t

]
≤ Pr

[
X̄ < 1/p′ −

(
1/p′ − t

n

)]
≤ exp

(
−2n (1/p′ − t/n)

2
)
≤ exp(−n/p′)

≤ 2−λ

where the second and third inequalities are due to Chernoff-
Hoeffding bound and (p′ = poly(λ) ∧ 1/p′ < 1/2), respec-
tively. We have that Pr[E] ≤ t(t−1)

|Fp| + 2−λ = negl(λ). This
means the extractor can always extract correct audited blocks
in each audit protocol execution.

We now prove that our PAudit protocol achieves retriev-
ability by constructing another extractor E that can recover
the entire database content using the internal E∗ within the
PAudit protocol as the subroutine.

The Extractor. We define the extractor ES∗fin(Cfin, 1
N , 1λ) as:

1) Init an empty database M := (⊥)N
′
, where N ′ = 2N .

2) Keep rewinding and auditing the server by repeating the
following step for n = max(2N,λ) · c = poly(λ) times:

a) Execute protocol Audit with S∗ by picking t distinct
random indices (i1, . . . , it) at step 1 of the protocol.
Invoke the extractor Ê at step 2 to extract audited blocks
as (vi1 , . . . ,vit) ← Ê Ŝ∗fin(Ĉ∗fin, 1

t). If the protocol is
accepting, set M[i1] = v1, . . . ,M[it] = vit . Rewind
C and S∗ to the state prior to this execution (i.e., Cfin

and S∗fin) and continue the next iteration round.
b) If the number of “filled in” values in M is |{j ∈ [N ′] :

M[j] 6=⊥}| < δ · N ′, where δ = 1
2 then output fail.

Otherwise, by Lemma 1, apply corresponding erasure
decoding to M to recover and output (b1, . . . ,bN ).

We can now simply follow the proof in [20] to show
that the extractor can always recover the entire database. For
completeness, we present the main arguments here. We first
argue that the extractor must either output the correct database
content M or return fail. In other words, the extractor will
never output an incorrect database M and always detect failure.
This is achieved by the authenticity property in Definition 3 of
our PAudit protocol and specifically, the extractability property
by Lemma 2, which guarantees that E never extracts and
outputs incorrect blocks into M per audit iteration.

We show that the extractor never returns fail. Let E be the
event, where fail is returned. For each round i ∈ [n] executed
by E at step 2, we introduce random variables as follows.

1) Let Xi ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator random variable, where
Xi = 1 if the audit at round i does not reject.

2) Let Gi = {j ∈ [N ′] : M[j] 6=⊥} be a random variable
indicating the subset of filled-in values in M at the
beginning of round i.

3) Let Yi ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator random variable, where
Yi = 1 if |Gi| < δ ·N ′ and all the positions (j1, . . . , jt)
that ES∗ chooses to audit at round i are already checked
in previous rounds, i.e., (j1, . . . , jt) ∈ Gi.

At the iteration round i, if (Xi = 1∧ Yi = 0), there exists
at least one new position of M being filled in, i.e., |Gi+1| ≥
|Gi|+ 1 and, therefore, after n = max(2N ′, λ) · d = poly(λ)
iterations, |Gn| ≥ N ′. That means the event E only happens
if
∑n
i=1Xi ≤ δ · N ′ or there exists at least a round i where

Yi = 1. So we have that

Pr[E] ≤ Pr

[
n∑
i=1

Xi < δ ·N ′
]

+

n∑
i=1

Pr [Yi = 1]

For each round i, we bound Pr[Yi = 1] ≤ (δN
′

t )
(N
′
t )
≤ δt. Let

X̄ = 1
n

∑n
i=1Xi, we have that

Pr

[
n∑
i=1

Xi < δ ·N ′
]
≤ Pr

[
X̄ < 1/p′ −

(
1/p′ − δ ·N ′

n

)]
≤ exp

(
−2n (1/p′ − δ ·N ′/n)

2
)

≤ exp(−n/p′) ≤ 2−λ

where the second and third inequalities are due to Chernoff-
Hoeffding bound and (p′ = poly(λ) ∧ 1/p′ < 1/2), respec-
tively. Given t = poly(λ), we have that Pr[E] ≤ nδt + 2−λ =
negl(λ) and this completes the extractability proof.
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